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Increment threshold for a small (e.g. 1’x 5’) line target superimposed on backgrounds of various
shapes and sizes was measured to provide a detailed map of the spatial interactions about line
targets. This modified “Westheimer paradigm” indicated sensitization in the length direction as
well as in the width direction around the line target. The effect of the adaptation field summed over
an elongated, end-tapered central region, and showed strong end-zone antagonism beyond the ends
of the elongated summation area, as well as flank antagonism to the sides. Secondary disinhibitory
and inhibitory areas outside of the antagonistic surround were also demonstrated. When length of
the test line was varied, the length of the summation region increased concomitantly, while the
length of the end-zones remained fixed. End-zone antagonism was slightly weaker at oblique
orientations. These results demonstrate a perceptual analog to neurophysiological end-stopping,
and suggest a multilobed y-dimension weighting profile appropriate for models of spatial visual
abilities. Copyright 01996 Elsevier Science Ltd.

End-stopping Perceptivefield Sensitization Adaptation

Although it has been 30 years since end-stopped
receptive fields were first reported (Hubel & Wiesel,
1965,1968),little informationis availableconcerningthe
perceptual correlates of this receptive field property.
Relatively recently several authors have proposed that
end-stopped units play a central role in important
perceptual abilities, such as: the detection of curved
segments, corners, and line terminators in the visual
image; the determinationof foregroundfrom background
in regions of object occlusions;the reporting of illusory
contours; and the accomplishment of low-level image
segmentation(von der Heydt et al., 1984;Dobbinset al.,
1987;von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989;Versavel et al.,
1990; Heitger et al., 1992; Wilson & Richards, 1992).
Although originally viewed (Hubel & Wiesel, 1965,
1968)as a definingcharacteristicof a third class of cells
beyond simple and complex cells (i.e. hypercomplex
cells), end-stopping has been found in a majority of
simple and complex cells and thus is now typically
viewed as an additional dimension along which both
simple and complex cells vary (Dreher, 1972;Schiller et
al., 1976;Gilbert, 1977;Henry, 1977;Murphy & Sillito,
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1987;DeAngeliset al., 1994).End-stoppingis associated
with inhibitoryregionsbeyond the ends of the elongated
receptive field center and is often termed “end-zone
inhibition” (e.g. Bolz & Gilbert, 1986).

In the present research we investigatewhether regions
beyond the ends of a target line on a psychophysicaltask
display antagonism similar to end-stopping in receptive
fields. Specifically, we have adapted a paradigm
popularized by Westheimer (1965, 1967) for measuring
regions of spatial interactions around a test target.
Westheimer and others noted that the effect of light near
a small spot-shaped target suggested a local area of
summation surroundedby an area of antagonism, much
like center/surround receptive field antagonism (West-
heimer, 1965, 1967;Fiorentini& Maffei, 1968;Enoch &
Sunga, 1969; Oehler, 1985; Spillmann et al., 1987).
These regions of perceptual spatial interactions have
subsequentlybeen called “perceptive fields” to empha-
size their similarity to receptive field shape (Jung &
Spillmann, 1970). Indeed, when tested directly, single
cellshavebeen shownto displayresponsescomparableto
the human response on an equivalent test paradigm
(Essock et al., 1985). Responses of both humans and
single cat cells are “desensitized” by near-by light and
subsequently “sensitized” by light just outside of this
central area (see also Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984;
Essock et al., 1985; Cleland & Freeman, 1988; Hayhoe,
1990).

In the standard psychophysical paradigm, the incre-
ment thresholdfor a small spot (e.g. 1’)superimposedon
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a circular background of light is measured as a function
of the diameter of the background field. As background
diameter is increased, test threshold increases to a peak
value, then decreases until a plateau is reached. This
pattern of desensitization followed by sensitization has
often been interpreted in terms of spatially antagonistic
mechanisms affecting adaptation field effectiveness and
(assuming Weber’s law behavior) thereby driving thres-
hold for this test probe first up, then down, as adaptation
field size is increased (Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984;
Cleland & Freeman, 1988). For foveal photopic condi-
tions, this paradigm routinely shows spatial interactions
reflectinga 5-6’ diameter summationarea surroundedby
a concentric antagonistic area extending to ca 12–15’
diameter (e.g. Westheimer, 1967). In addition, at least
one report suggestsa weak disinhibitoryarea beyond this
(D’Amico et al., 1992).

A variation of this paradigm has been used to map
perceptive fields about an elongated target (Fuld, 1978;
Essock & Krebs, 1992;Essock et al., 1997).Fuld (1978)
measured the increment threshold of a small flickering
line superimposed on a rectangular background whose
length or width was varied. Sensitization was demon-
strated that was consistent with elongated perceptive
fields. Subsequently, full desensitization-sensitization
curves in the width directionwere demonstrated(Essock
& Krebs, 1992)and obtainedfor staticaswell as flickered
test lines. Because the perceptive field appears to be
elongated (Fuld, 1978) and because the orientation
anisotropy (“oblique effect”) is observed (Essock &
Krebs, 1992),these spatial interactionssuggesta cortical
locus, or a “cortical perceptive field” (see also
Westheimer & Hauske, 1975; Williams et al., 1983;
Levi et al., 1985; Williams & Essock, 1986). Further-
more, a subsequentreport (Yu & Essock, 1996;Yu et al.,
1995)provides further evidence of a cortical locus based
on the very steep spatial scaling functions (i.e. low E2
values) demonstratedfor the perceptivefieldantagonistic
regions that are indicative of cortical processing.
Although these elongated perceptive fields are known
to be about6’wide with 3-4’ antagonisticflankson either
side, nothing is yet known about the length dimensionor
of the end-zone regions.

The goal of the present research was to systematically
investigatespatial antagonismin the length dimensionon
a perceptual task. The length dimensionhas largely been
ignored in models of pattern detection (e.g. Wilson &
Gelb, 1984), as well as in the literature on spatial
interactions revealed with adaptation fields. Little is
known about the perceptual consequences of end-zone
inhibition, its magnitude or spatial properties. In the
present research, psychophysical end-stopping is inves-
tigated with adapting fields of various spatial configura-
tions in a variation of the Westheimer paradigm. We
demonstrate the existence of antagonistic end-zones in
human target detection, map the size, strength, and
orientation properties of the perceptual end-stopping,
demonstratethat multiple antagonisticregions exist, and
report that the spatial interactionsclosely match cortical

(A) (B)

FIGURE 1. Stimulus configurationused in most experiments. A l’-
wide test line was centered on a rectangular backgroundwhose width
(A) or length (B) was vaned across conditions while the other

dimensionwas held constant.

end-stoppingas well as recent reports of complexitiesof
detailed cortical receptive field structure (Sun & Bonds,
1994). Brief reports of results in this paper were
presented earlier (Yu & Essock, 1993;Yu et al., 1994).

GENERALMETHODS

Observers

Between three and seven observers served in each
experiment(eight female and fivemale in total, aged 20-
35 yr). All subjects were emmetropic or wore an
appropriate lens before the viewing eye to correct their
vision to 20/20 or better. Only observersYC and JP had
prior psychophysicalexperience.All were naive as to the
purpose of the experimentsexcept YC.

Apparatus and stimuli

The stimuli were generated by a Vision Works
computer graphics system (Vision Research Graphics,
Inc.) and presented on a Nanao Flexscan 9080i color
monitor. Pixel size was 0.17’horizontal x 0.25’vertical,
1024x 512 resolution, and the frame rate was 117 Hz.
Brightnessof the monitorwas linearized by means of an
8-bit look-uptable for each gun. Subjectswere positioned
5.64 m from the screen by means of a chin rest. Viewing
was monocular (dominanteye) with a white translucent
diffuser positionedbefore the other eye.

In all experimentsan incrementtest field (Field I) and a
backgroundfield (Field II) were presented on the center
of the 2.8 deg x 2.1 deg monitor screen (Field III). The
test field was a small line (1’x 5’ in most experiments)
centered on a rectangular background as depicted in
Fig. 1. In most experimentseither the length or the width
of the backgroundfieldwas fixedand the other dimension
was varied. In other experiments, the rectangularbackg-
round was fixed and combined with additional shapes
whose configuration was varied. The sides of the
rectangular backgrounds were parallel to the sides of
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FIGURE 2. Width summationand flank antagonismat Odeg (vertical) target orientation. Increment threshold is plotted as a
function of backgroundwidth with backgroundlength fixed at 6’. In this and all later figures, increment threshold is plotted as
log(l+ Al) – log I and error bars represent t 1 SEM, and error bars plotted for group means indicate the average of the

subjects’ standard errors.

the test line in all experiments. The luminance of the
screen and background field were 6.8 and 47.7 cd/m2,
respectively,and the luminanceof the test linewas varied
by a staircase procedure.

trials. Each trial was preceded by a 6.3’x 6.3’ fixation
cross in the center of the screen which disappeared
100 msec before the beginningof the trial. Intervalswere
marked by tones, and another tone provided feedback on
incorrect responses.

Each staircase consisted of four “practice” reversals
and six experimental reversals. Each correct response
lowered test field luminanceby one step and each correct
response raised test luminance by three steps. Step size
was 0.6 cd/m2in the experimentalphase and 3.6 cdlmzat
the beginning of the practice phase with step size
decreasingto 1.8 cd/m2by the end of the practice phase.

Procedure

A successive two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC)
procedurewas used. The backgroundfieldwas present in
each of the two intervals(680 msec) and during the inter-
stimulus interval (340 msec). In one of the two intervals
the test line was also presented. The screen luminance
always remained constant both throughout and between
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FIGURE3. Lengthsummationandend-zoneantagonismat Odegtarget orientation.Incrementthresholdis plottedas a function
of backgroundlength with backgroundwidth fixed at 3’.
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The mean of six experimental reversals was used to
estimate the increment threshold which was defined as
the difference of log target luminance at threshold and
log background luminance (log(AL+L) – log L).

An experimental session consisted of eight to ten
staircases, typically one for each background size of the
experiment, and lasted approximately 50 min. All con-
ditionswere tested in random order within each session.
Each data point represents the mean of four to six
replications for each condition, and the error bars
represent t 1 SEM.

EXPERIMENT1: SPATIALINTERACTIONSABOUTA
LINE TARGET

The effect of steady background light located to the
sides of a test line was first measured as a baseline
condition.In order to minimize any end-zoneeffects, the
rectangular backgroundwas set to 6’,just 1’longer than
the 1’x 5’ test line. Background width was varied
between 3’ and 19’. Average thresholds and average
standard errors are shown in Fig. 2(A) for the five
subjects tested.

At the smallerbackgrounds(3’through6’),the effectof
the backgroundappearsto approximateRicco’sLaw with
threshold elevation approximatelyproportional to back-
ground area. Peak threshold is reached at a width of 5’or
6’dependingon the subject.At largerbackgroundwidths,
threshold decreases first rapidly then much more slowly
as an asymptote is approached, with the bulk of the
threshold decline reached by a width of 12’. Thus,
summation occurs within a 5’-6’-wide region and light
outside of this central area has an antagonistic effect,
lowering thresholdsuntil a width of c. 14’is reached.This
pattern of desensitization, sensitization, and plateau is
comparable to that shown by Westheimer (1967) for a
circular target and circular background. The data
replicate the findings reported by Essock and Krebs
(1992)for similar test conditions.The spatial interactions
were quite consistent across observers [Fig. 2(B)-(F)],
with each observer showing a central summationarea of
5’or 6’width and inhibitoryflanksc. 3.5’4.5’ wide each.

We nextvaried the lengthof the backgroundin order to
measure summationalong the long axis of the line target
and to reveal any end-zone antagonism beyond this
region. In order to avoid the lateral inhibitory flanking
regions demonstratedin Fig. 2, we fixed the width of the
backgroundto 3’,a width well insidethe 5-6’-widecenter
region. Seven observers were tested at nine background
lengths, 6’, 8’, 10’,11’, 12’, 15’,20’,27’, and 35’ (except
the first two subjects,YC and YY, who were not tested at
the 11’ length). Mean data presented in Fig. 3(A) show
both very clear summationand very pronouncedoutlying
antagonismalong the long axis of the test line. Again all
subjects [Fig. 3(B)-(H)] are quite consistent, showing
summation until a length of 10’ (four subjects) or 11’
(three subjects) and antagonism until c. 23’. As in the
width direction, threshold approaches asymptote very
slowly with antagonism extending to about 23’ on
average, with the bulk of the antagonismoccurring by a

width of 18’–20’.Comparisonof the extentof summation
in the length direction(Fig. 3) to the extent of summation
in the width direction (Fig. 2) indicates that the central
summationarea is considerablyelongated,about twice as
long as it is wide (5.5’x 10.5’on average). Beyond the
endsof the elongatedcenter are 5’-6’long inhibitoryend-
zone areas assuming symmetry.* Thus, these results
demonstratestrong antagonismbeyond the ends of a line
target on a perceptual detection task. The end-zone
inhibitionof these elongatedperceptive fields suggestsa
strong similarity to the receptive field property of end-
stopping seen in many single cortical cells. In addition,
about half of the subjects also show evidence of further
threshold elevation beyond the end-zone region at a
backgroundlength of about 35’.Similar disinhibitionhas
been reported around a circular target in the Westheimer
paradigm (D’Amico et al., 1992),

The presentdata clearly delimitthe lengthand width of
the summationregion, flanks,and end-zones,and thereby
clarify some of the puzzling aspects of Fuld’s (1978)
prior study. Foremost is that his failure to obtain full
desensitization–sensitizationfunctionsappears to be due
in part to the limited range of background sizes
employed, as he suggested. Fuld’s smallest foveal
background size should have been just big enough to
reveal peaks in his variable-lengthcondition,andjust too
small to reveal desensitization in his variable-width
condition. Although Fuld was unable to show the
desensitizationbranch and thus unable to provide clear
evidence of peaks, we show that his conclusion that the
center region is elongated was correct and that his
estimateof the total perceptivefield area (0.08 deg2)was
quite close to ours although he had assumed a circular
antagonisticsurround.The present results show that the
total lateral extent of the perceptive field is about 13.5’
and the length of the total perceptive field is about 21.5’,
yielding a total area of about 0.06-0.08 deg2 (based on
the shape of the “corners” detailed below).

EXPERIMENT2: LENGTHANTAGONISMAT
DIFFERENTTARGET ORIENTATIONS

If the elongated summation areas and associated
antagonistic areas reflect cortical processes related to
the detectionof elongatedtargets, then they should show
certain changes as the orientation of the test or back-
ground configurationis changed. First, although he was
unable to measure the sizes of these regions, work by
Fuld (1978)was suggestiveof perceptivefieldselongated
in the direction of the long axis of a line, whether
horizontal or vertical. Secondly, Essock and Krebs
(1992) demonstrated that the flanking inhibition pro-
duced by a bright static background was much stronger

*Electrophysiologicalreports indicate that end-stopping is typically
present at both end-zones, but often asymmetrical in strength
(Orbanetal., 1979a,b; Yamaneetal., 1985)or length(Peterhans&
von der Heydt, 1993). Since perceptive fields are likely to reflect
the compositepropertiesof a numberof similar units detectingthe
target, we will assume symmetry when inferring perceptive field
size from desensitization-sensitizationcurves.
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FIGURE 4. Length summation and end-zone antagonism at 45 deg clockwise (solid line) and Odeg (dotted line) target
orientations.Normalized mean (A), mean (B) and individualdata from two of five observers (C and D) are shown.

for horizontalor vertical (H–V) test orientationsthan for
oblique test line orientations. This weaker oblique
flankinginhibitionis consistentwith examplesof greater
visual responses for H–V targets and also with greater
intra-channel orientation inhibition at H–V orientations
(Essock & Krebs, 1992).Both of these findingssuggesta
cortical locus for these line-target perceptive fields.

In this experiment we wanted to determine whether
there was an oblique bias of perceptual end-zone
inhibition comparable to the orientationbias of flanking
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inhibition.We tested five observers at both Oand 45 deg
orientationsof the test/backgroundconfiguration.Indeed,
when tested at obliqueorientations,the subjectsshoweda
small but consistent orientation bias. The curves were
normalizedto their peak value so that their shapes could
be directly compared [Fig.4(A)]. The end-zoneantagon-
ism associated with oblique orientations was slightly
weaker (i.e. slower sensitization as background size is
increased).This effect is similar to but smaller than the
weaker flankinhibitiondemonstratedpreviouslywith this
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FIGURE6. Lengthsummationandend-zoneantagonismat differenttest line lengths.Meandata and data with the 5’line length
[replottedfrom Fig. 3(A)] are shown in (A). (B)-(D) Individualdata. (TL = Test-line length).

paradigm (Essock & Krebs, 1992). The end-zone
anisotropy reported in the present study appears to be a
smaller effect than the flank anisotropy, but since the
magnitude of the oblique effect is known to vary across
individuals,comparison across the different observersof
the two studiesis difficult.In additionto this sensitization
anisotropy,oblique line thresholds are generally higher,
consistent with the well-established sensitivity aniso-
tropy (e.g. Rentschler & Fiorentini, 1974). The overall
threshold difference is seen in Fig. 4(B) where the raw
data are plotted. Individual data for two of the five
subjects are shown in Fig. 4(C) and (D). This anisotropy
is truly a bias of obliques since a comparison of O and
90 deg orientations showed no difference between these
orientations [Fig. 5(A) and (B)].

EXPERIMENT3: END-STOPPINGFOR TARGETSOF
DIFFERENTLENGTHS

This experiment investigated whether a different
extent of the end-zone regions and length of the
summation area was associated with target lines of
different lengths. Three observers (HH, XY, and YC)
were tested with 1’wide target lines that were either 2.5,
7.5, or 10’ in length. Threshold was measured as a
function of the length of a 3’wide background.Average
thresholds are shown in Fig. 6(A) for 2.5, 7.5, and 10’
lines along with the average data for a 5’ line replotted

from Fig. 3 which were obtained under comparable
conditions but with different subjects. The four curves
show a very regular progressionas the length of the test
line is increased. The curves in general show regular
desensitization-sensitization branches, although the
magnitudeof desensitizationand sensitizationis weaker
for longertest lines.The peak thresholdshiftedto a larger
backgroundsize as line length is increased(8, 11,14, and
16’ for target lengths of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0’,
respectively), indicatingthat larger summation areas are
associated with longer test lines. As is typical for
perceptive fields, the exact extent of the antagonistic
regions is more difficultto determineas the sensitization
branchesof the curves reach their plateau very gradually.
Fitting a smooth curve by eye suggests that the curves
level off at c. 21,23, 29, and 30’for the 2.5,5.0,7.5, and
10.0’test lines, respectively.Thus, the shorter the length
of the test lines, the shorter and stronger are the
summation and antagonistic regions associated with
them.

The increase in length of the summation area with
increased test line length correspondsquite closely to the
amountby which the length of the test line was increased
in each case. That is, the length of the summationarea is
directly attributable to the length of the test line. The
extentof the central summationzone is 6’greater than the
length of the test line regardless of line length
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FIGURE7. (A) Lengthsummationand end-zoneantagonismmeasuredfor a target consistingof only the ends of a test line. (B)
Individualdata.

[specifically,5.5, 6.0, 6.5, and 6.0’ greater than the test
line length for lengths of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0’,
respectively, on the mean curves shown in Fig. 6(A)].
The slope of the regression of summation region length
on test line length is c. 1.0 (summation length = 1.08x
test-line length + 5.50). Assuming that this region is
centered on the test, this suggeststhat the summationarea
extends c. 3’beyond either end of the test line regardless
of line length.Althoughdifficultto delineateas precisely,
the length of the end-zone antagonism appears to be
constant, roughly 6-7’ long on either end (on average,
end-zone length = 0.06 x test-line length + 6.25). Thus,
the lengthof the center region scaleswith test line length,
but the length of the end-zone regions do not. Over this
range of line lengths, the perceptivefieldscan be thought
of as consistingof a central summationregion extending
about 3’ beyond each end of the test line, regardless of
length of line, and an antagonistic end-zone region
extending c. 6.5’beyond each end of the central region.
For these test conditions, the extent of the spatial
interactions is clearly greater in the length dimension
than in the width dimension. The antagonistic regions
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extend about 6-7’ in length, but the flanks appear to
extend only about 3.5-4.5’ to either side (Fig. 2).

The findings that the summation area extends a
constant distance beyond either end of the test line
regardlessof line length and that length of the end-zones
is independentof test line length suggest that the ends of
the test line may be the criticalfeature rather than the area
or flux of the line. In other words, the middle part of the
test line may play little or no role in determining the
length of the summation area and in eliciting the end-
stopping. This was tested by presenting three subjects
with only the ends of a test line presented on a set of five
background lengths (3’ wide). The increment stimulus
consistedof two 1’x 1’squares separatedby a 3’vertical
gap (that is, a 1’x 5’ test line with the central 1’x 3’ area
removed). Results (Fig. 7) clearly show spatial interac-
tions comparable to those for a full 1’x 5’ line target;
peak desensitization occurs at the 11’ background size
and sensitizationlevelsoff in the neighborhoodof the 20’
background. These results are consistent with the
common suggestion in the literature that line stimulus
can be defined functionally either psychophysically or
neurophysiologically by the endpoints of the line
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FIGURE8. Widthsummationandflankantagonismmeasuredwithbackgroundwhoselength(11’)coveredthe summationarea.
(A) Mean data and data obtainedwith a 6’-longbackground(dashed line) replotted from Fig. 2(A). (B) Individualdata.
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(Sullivan et al., 1972; Swindale & Cynader, 1989). It is
also noteworthy that similar effects have been reported
for a two-dot target with a task of alignment (vernier
acuity) rather than increment threshold (Williams &
Essock, 1986).

EXPERIMENT4: BOUNDARYBETWEENTHE
SUMMATIONAND INHIBITIONREGIONS

Together the length and width conditions of Experi-
ment 1 demonstrated that the central summation area is
elongated. Specifically, the sensitivity profile in the
length direction associated with a 1’x 5’ target line was
measured for the central 3’ portion of the 5-6’-wide
summation region, and in the width direction for the
central 6’-portionof the 10-11’ long summation region.
In order to gain more informationaboutthe cornersof the
5-6’ x 10-11’ central summation area (areas not in the
most central 3’-wide,6’-longportion of this region), the
spatial interactions for a background whose size just
covered the full length of the center (11’) and the full
width of the center (5 or 6’)was employed.

Three subjects (HF, SP, and ZW) were tested with the
background length fixed at 11’to cover the full length of
the summation area, while the background width was
varied in nine steps between 3’and 19’.These results are
shown in Fig. 8(A) (mean data, solid line) and Fig. 8(B)
(individualdata). Fig. 8(A) also replots the mean data for
the 6’-long background condition [from Fig. 2(A),
obtained with different observers] for comparison
[dashed line in Fig. 8(A)]. Although similar curves are
seen for both backgroundlengthconditions,the threshold
elevation across the smaller backgroundwidths is much
more gradual for the current 11’-long background
condition. The slower accumulation of desensitization
as the background is widened for the 11’-long back-
ground conditionsuggeststhat the strengthof summation
is less in the ends of the elongatedcenter area relative to
the central 6’-longregion, implying narrower or weaker
summation regions. The greater level of threshold

elevation at smaller background widths for the 11’-long
background condition is attributable to the larger back-
ground covering more of the total summation area.
Specifically,this difference seen comparing the 3’ point
on the 11’-lengthcurve (3’x 11’)and the 3’ point on the
6’-lengthcurve (3’x 6’) is the same phenomenonas that
seen in Fig. 3 for a 3’ fixed-width background as the
length is increasedand fillsmore of the center. The more
important comparison is the steepness, rather than the
level, of the desensitization,which is what suggests that
the size or strength of the summation region is quite
nonuniformacross the ends of the 6’x 11’area.

These outer “corners” of the summation area were
investigated in an analogous way for a series of
backgrounds that were varied in length, rather than
width. This time the backgroundwidth was set to match
the extentof the center area and lengthwas varied so that
these results could be compared to the prior results from
varying length when the width of the background filled
only the central 3’ of the center region (Fig. 3). The
background width in this experiment was chosen
individuallyfor each observer to match the background
width at which each person previously showed peak
threshold (5’ for YY and 6’ for JP and ZW, see Fig. 2).
These resultsare shown in Fig. 9. In order to compare the
curve shapes for the variable-lengthdata for the central
portion of the summation area (the 3’-widedata, Fig. 3)
and the present variable-lengthresults obtained over the
full width of the summation area, the 3’-wide data are
replotted in Fig. 9(A) along with the mean of the full-
width data. When the full width of the center is covered,
desensitization(summation)is much weaker, with both a
smaller total magnitudeand shallowerslopeas compared
to when the background covers only the central 3’-wide
portion of the 5-6’ x 10-11’ central area (Fig. 9).
Furthermore,the peaks in two of three observers’curves
(JP and ZW) shift to a smaller background [Fig. 3(E) vs
solid curve in Fig. 9(B), Fig. 3(G) vs dotted curve in Fig.
9(B)], suggestingthat the desensitizationseen with a 3’-
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IIHo
(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 10. Stimulus configurationsfor measuring the shape of the
summation center. (A) 3’x 9’ rectangle with four 1’x 1’ squares
located by its comers; (B) rectangle only; (C) 3’x 9’ rectangle with

1’x 1’squares abutting the midpointsof its sides.

wide backgroundmay be counteractedby an antagonistic
influence in the corners of the 5-6’ x 10-11’ center
region. Thus, the resultsof both the variable-widthseries
[Fig. 8(A)] and this variable-length series [Fig. 9(A)]
suggest that the central summationarea is tapered on the
ends (i.e. like a rectangle with the comers cut off).

Whether the central summation region is tapered,
specifically, whether the “corners” of the central 5–
6’x 10-11’ region are indeed inhibitory, was tested
directly by comparing threshold for different shapes of
background field. The background consisted of a
rectangle set to 3’x 9’, thereby covering only the central
portionof the summationregion,and four adjacent 1’x 1’
squares added to it. The squareswere set to 122.3cd/m2
to emphasizethe effects of these very small areas and the
rectangle remained at 47.7 cd/m2. In one condition the
squares were placed at the comers of this rectangle (’A’
in Fig. 10), in a secondconditionthey were absent(’B’ in
Fig. 10), and in a third condition they were placed in the
middle of the four sides of the rectangle (’C’ in Fig. 10).
Figure 11 shows the effect ‘ofbackground configuration
on threshold (F(2,6) = 20.05, P c 0.01). Relative to the
control condition(squaresabsent), the presenceof dots at
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FIGURE12.Stimulususedto measurethe outer-limitsof the surround.
It consisted of a 6’x 11’rectangle (highlightedby dotted lines which
are themselvesnot presented in the stimulus) and two 3’-widebars of
the same intensityoriented *35 deg. The rectangle was fixed and the

length of the bars was varied.

the “corner” areas causessensitization,and placementof
the same squares in the middle of the background’sfour
sides results in additional desensitization.These results
provide strong evidence that the central summation area
is 10-11’long only in the middleregion (i.e. the middle3’
of width) and is 6’ wide only across the middle portion
(i.e. the middle 6’of length).That is, the summationarea
is taperedon the endswith antagonisticregionsoutsideof
the tapered center at these “comers”.

EXPERIMENT5: OUTERLIMITSOF THE SURROUND
REGION

The experimentsreported above indicate that the total
width of the flank inhibitionis about 14’and that the end-
zone inhibition extends to about 23’ for a 1’x 5’ target
line. The nature of the region in between the antagonistic
end-zones and flanks is not yet clear. Since the
summation area was found to be tapered, a tapered
inhibitory area, with flank inhibitionblending into end-
zone inhibitionmightbe expected.To measure the extent
of the inhibition outside of the tapered center’s
“corners”, and to determine whether inhibition exists
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FIGURE 11. Increment threshold obtainedfor the three stimulus configurationsshown in Fig. 10.
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FIGURE 14. A two-dimensional map of the spatial interactions
obtained in this study. The perceptive field is formed with a tapered
excitatory center, a tapered inhibitory surround consisting of a
confluence of end-zone antagonism and flank antagonism, and

secondaryoutlyingexcitatory and inhibitoryareas.
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FIGURE 13. Increment thresholdas a functionof the length of the X-
shaped bars shown in Fig. 12.

between the inhibitoryflanksand the end-zones,we next
employed a background shape that emphasized these
regions. The background (Fig. 12) consisted of an ‘X’-
shape of two crossed bars ( t 35 deg from the vertical
axis) superimposed upon a 6’x 11’ rectangular back-
ground (both 47.7 cd/m2). The 6’x 11’ rectangle fully
covered the central summation area and the bars of the
‘X’ were extended across the corner regions where the
prior experiments suggested inhibitory spatial interac-
tions. The bars of the ‘X’ were varied in length from
10.5’, a value not extending outside of the central
background rectangle, to 24’, the full extent of the
possible inhibitory region (a 14’x 20’ rectangle).

The results (Fig. 13) show a general trend of decreased

threshold suggesting that the regions outside of an end-
tapered central summationarea continueto be inhibitory.
Surprisingly,however, all three subjects tested show an
interruptionin the generalpattern of thresholddeclineby
a sharp threshold elevation at middle X-bar lengths.
Thresholds for all three observers decline to bar lengths
of 16-18’, suggesting an inhibitory region, then show a
very abrupt elevation suggesting an excitatory (or
disinhibitory)area that is only about 2’ wide, followed
by renewed inhibition. The prior results show that the
inhibitory flanks extend to about 14’ laterally and the
inhibitory end-zones extend to about 23’ in the length
direction, while the present results indicate that at an
angle of t 35 deg the initial inhibitory area extends to
about 17’. Thus, together these results suggest an
elliptical, or tapered, surround region, around a tapered
center region.Outsideof this surroundat t 35 deg the X-
bar experiment indicates a very narrow region of strong
disinhibitionwith additional inhibitory areas outside of
that. These disinhibitoryregionscould be related to prior
reports of flank disinhibition(Rentschler & Hilz, 1976;
Wilson et al., 1979; Wilson, 1986). An alternative
account of the effect of the X-bar background is to
consider it as an oriented masking stimulus, producing
cross-channel inhibition [or gain alteration, Gaska et al.
(1994), Geisler & Albrecht (1992), and Wilson &
Humanski (1993)] on the vertically oriented detecting
mechanism.Although reports of orientation masking on
increment threshold tasks exist (Waugh et al., 1993),
such an effect does not fit well with the observed effects
(specificallya localized increase in increment threshold
over a highly localized region corresponding only to
medium-sizebar lengthsbetween 16-18’ length).

The general configurationof these spatial interactions
is shown in Fig. 14. It representsa perceptivefieldwith a
tapered excitatory center, a tapered inhibitory surround
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consisting of a confluenceof end-zone antagonism and
flank antagonism,and secondaryoutlyingexcitatory and
inhibitory areas. There are no clear borders between the
flanks and end-zones. In general, this
resembles a typical end-stopped simple
field.

GENERALDISCUSSION

configuration
cell receptive

The present results delineate the spatial interactions
revealed by an adapting field in a line-detection task.
Compared to the effects of adaptation fields on small
circular targets (e.g. Westheimer, 1965, 1967), these
spatial interactions are relatively complex. We have
demonstrated that light within a central elongated, end-
tapered, 5-6’ x 10-11’ region elevates threshold of a
1’x 5’ line target (desensitization),that light outside of
this central region lowers threshold (sensitization)over
an end-tapered 14’x 23’region, and that lightbeyond the
“corners” of this outer tapered region (i.e. at *35 deg
from vertical) has a disinhibitoryeffect (desensitization)
over a very narrow area, then a further inhibitory effect
outside of this region (Fig. 14). Most importantly, the
present results provide a psychophysicaldemonstration
and delineationof antagonismbeyond the ends of the test
line in the “end-zone” regions.

Viewed in terms of a psychophysical analog to
receptive fields, these results suggest “perceptive fields”
(Jung & Spillmann, 1970)that are elongatedwith strong
end-zone antagonism in addition to flank antagonism.
These fields appear to reflect cortical-level spatial
processes because: (1) they are highly elongated and
oriented in nature; (2) they show an “oblique effect”
orientationbias (Fuld, 1978;Essock & Krebs, 1992;Fig.
5); and (3) the elongatedperceptivefieldsobservedwith a
line target are not observed for a circular target on a
rectangular background (Fuld, 1978). Moreover, when
the end-zone and flank antagonismwas measured at the
different eccentricities (Yu & Essock, 1996; Yu et al.,
1995), their dramatically steeper spatial scaling func-
tions, or lower E2 values, as compared with those of line
detection with no adapting background (E2= 0.45 for
end-zone antagonism, 0.77 for flank antagonism, and
2.05 for line detection) undoubtedly point to a cortical
explanation. Perceptive fields are likely to reflect the
composite spatial profile of the handful of cells that are
the most sensitiveto the test pattern and hence mediating
detection at threshold (Teller, 1980; Jung & Spillmann,
1970). Thus the map shown in Fig. 14 may reflect the
composite profile of the units detecting a small (1’x 5’)
foveal test line. The size of the end-zone antagonism
observed psychophysicallyin the present study fits with
the smaller of the end-stopped primate receptive fields
(F’eterhans& von der Heydt, 1993). The width of the
elongated perceptive fields observed here corresponds
closely to the 5-6’ width of foveal perceptive fields
obtained for circular targets (Westheimer, 1967; Spill-
mann et al., 1987) which very closely match the center
size of M-cell receptive fields (Oehler, 1985), the retinal
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cell type with the highest contrast sensitivity(see Crook
et al., 1988).

When line-length was varied in the present study, it
was observed that the end-zone regionper se, remained
constantand the lengthof the center region increasedin a
way that matched the increase of the length of the target
line. These results are consistentwith a model in which
these cortical perceptive fields are formed by the
combination of the appropriate number of circular
perceptive fields, whose centers overlie the target line
(cf. Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). This would produce a
constant length of end-zone regions, a fixed length of
summation observed beyond the endpoints of the test
line, and a total lengthof summationthat matchesthe line
length plus a constant (the fixed amount beyond the
endpoints).The results are also similar to the findingthat
various end-stopped cells are length-tuned (show sum-
mation) to different stimulus lengths (Sillito, 1977;
Peterhans & von der Heydt, 1993). Additional intra-
cortical mechanisms, however, are likely to impart the
bulk of end-zone inhibition. For example, Bolz and
Gilbert (1986) have disassociated end-zone and flank
inhibition by pharmacological means by demonstrating
abolishmentof end-inhibitionwhile flankpropertieswere
preserved. The slightly different spatial scale observed
here for perceptive field flank (3.54.5’) and end-zone
inhibition(6-7’) is consistentwith such a distinction.

Multiple antagonistic lobes or disinhibitory regions
have been reported in both psychophysicaland electro-
physiological studies. D’Amico et al. (1992) observed
disinhibitionon this paradigm with a circular stimulus.
Disinhibitorylateral and length-directionspatial interac-
tionshavebeen demonstratedin cat receptivefields(Li et
al., 1992;Li & Li, 1994),and multi-lobedreceptivefields
have been shown in cat and monkey (Movshon et al.,

1978; De Valois et al., 1978). In the present study,
evidence of secondary excitatory and inhibitory areas
was obtained at outlying regions located *35 deg from
vertical (Fig. 13). Similar effectswere not seen when the
background dimension was varied either parallel or
perpendicular to the target line orientation (Experiment
1).Althoughthebackgroundwidth or lengthstepsused in
Experiment 1 were not as fine as in the ‘X’ bar
experiment, especially in length experiment, we mea-
sured one subject (ZW) with very fine steps (l–2’) in the
length direction, and the threshold after the sensitization
branch was basically unchanged, suggesting no second-
ary spatial interactions beyond the end-zone. The
combination of additional areas of excitation at
*35 deg and the elongated central excitatory region
results in a spatialprofile that is very similar to a type of
cat cortical receptive fields reported recently by Sun and
Bonds (1994). These authors used a sensitive reverse
correlation technique to map detailed receptive field
structure and found numerous secondary excitatory and
inhibitoryregions across the receptive field. One type of
receptive field structure that they reported [e.g. their
Figure 4(A)] resembles a ‘Y’-shapewhere an elongated
central region is linkedwith additionalexcitatoryregions
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in the “corners” similar to our results from the X-bar
experiment showing additional excitatory and inhibitory
areas at *35 deg. A composite of such ‘Y’-shaped
excitatory regions and inverted ‘Y’-shapes is strikingly
similar to the perceptive fields mapped in the present
study.

Numerous models of spatial vision are based on low-
level filters which resemble simple-cell receptive fields
(e.g. Nielsen et al., 1985;Carlson & Klopfenstein,1985;
Klein & Levi, 1985;Wilson& Gelb, 1984;Waugh et al.,
1993). These models often use mechanisms with the x-
dimension sensitivity profiles specified by a difference-
of-Gaussians (DOG), or similar function consisting of a
central area with one or more antagonistic flanks. The
models account very well for many basic features of
visual performance such as detection performance,
spatial and orientationtuning and associatedaftereffects.
Typically the length dimension has been ignored in
spatial vision models (e.g. Kulikowski & King-Smith,
1973;Wilson, 1978),but somereportshave modeled it as
a y-dimension Gaussian (Kulikowskiet al., 1973;Bacon
& King-Smith, 1977; Phillips & Wilson, 1984; Wilson,
1986; Parker & Hawken, 1988). Specifically,the length
to width ratio found here for the center region compares
favorably with the ratios of the x- and y-dimension
Gaussiansin models of spatialvision (Phillips& Wilson,
1984) and to ratios of V1 simple and complex cells
(Parker & Hawken, 1988).The present results involving
the spatial interactionsof local light adaptation indicate
that end-zone inhibitionplays a fairly early role in visual
detection and suggest that a considerationof antagonism
in the y-direction must be considered at some level in
such models.In particular,the presentresultssuggestthat
when models of spatial vision are extended to describe
performance on tasks involving more complex two-
dimensionalvisual patterns,or tasks involvingcurvature,
terminators, occlusions, and related image cues, incor-
porationof significantend-zoneantagonismand possibly
secondary spatial interaction regions as well will be
required. The interactions sketched in Fig. 14 indicate
that a y-axis weighting fimction that is itself multilobed,
such as a DOG with a greater spatial scale than in the x-
direction, might be more appropriate than a simple
single-lobedweighting function.
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